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FROM THE HEADMISTRESS
We are two weeks back into the Spring term and all is going very well indeed. Routines are reestablished, expectations are high and the sense of optimism for the new year ahead is tangible. In
assemblies and form times this term we will be reflecting on the themes of honesty and respect, two
of the school core values and the foundations of all community life. So I was thrilled when some
recent visitors to the school commented how impressed they were by their observations of
relationships between the pupils, and by the natural respect shown
by all those they met as they toured the school.
In the Pre-Prep the school value of responsibility has encouraged the
children to consider the future of the world in our hands. They have
been trying to reduce the amount of litter that could harm the
animals on the land and in the seas. Year 1 and 2 have returned to
school with some highly creative ideas and their own models of a
perfect world.
The vibrancy of displays and the stimulating atmosphere for learning
Mrs Lance joined in with Musical
in the Lower School is quite outstanding. The Year 4 IPC topic for
Bumps in the Pre-Prep
the term
- Chocolate - was launched with a multi-sensory
experience and two large chocolate fountains! Unfortunately, one of my New Year’s resolutions
crashed at the first hurdle when I failed to resist the urge to sample the delights on offer! It was
wonderful to see the children’s intellectual curiosity awakened and their imaginations excited by the
prospect of finding out all about the origin, manufacture, environmental aspects, and of course the
taste of, chocolate.
Middle School and Upper School pupils have been quick to settle into
lessons and they are to be commended on engaging positively and with
enthusiasm across all lessons.
Well done to all our Year 6 pupils
currently sitting pre-tests. They are managing the process with such
maturity and focus. We know they will give of their best and we are
extremely proud of who they are as individuals and the effort they have
been making.
It was great to see the term’s sporting fixtures and competitions get
underway. On Saturday the site was buzzing with sporting activities on as the girls Section Hockey
and Netball ran simultaneously with the rugby fixtures.
It is now universally recognised how important it is to teach our pupils about emotional resilience: the
ability to bounce back from stress, adversity, failure, challenges and trauma. Resilience isn’t a quality
children either have or don’t have, but it is a skill to be developed as they grow. As parents, we all
welcome advice about how we can assist our pupils in fostering this skill, so we are delighted to
welcome Julia Philpot to Feltonfleet to deliver a practical workshop for parents. Please do come along
to either the morning (January24th) or evening (February 12th) session this term.
I wish you all a lovely weekend
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LEADERSHIP
POSITIVE TARGETS
Following on from Mrs Lance's assembly at the start of term about New Beginnings, pupils in Years 3
to 8 have been setting targets for this half term. Each pupil has set two targets in relation to Positive
Learning and two more in relation to Positive Living/Leading, so four targets in all. At the end of the
half term, we will reflect on the targets set. We will hopefully find that more pupils achieve their
targets than the 80% of us who fail to keep our New Year resolutions!
We encourage you to discuss your child's targets with them and then show your support by signing
the target page in the planner. Thank you!

Ewan Carradine
Deputy Head
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NEW STAFF NEWS
OUR NEW MEMBERS OF STAFF ARE SETTLING IN WELL TO THE
FELTONFLEET FAMILY. IT HAS BEEN A BUSY TWO WEEKS!
Gap Team 2019

Julianne Stewart
Year 4 Teacher
After only a week at Feltonfleet, I can
honestly say I feel like part of the
team. All the staff, parents and
children have been so welcoming and
helpful. I am really enjoying getting to
know all the pupils I teach and feel
very lucky to be part of such a warm,
friendly and positive environment. The
pupils’ desire to learn and challenge themselves is clear to see
and I am excited about being part of their journey here at
Feltonfleet.

Emma Sparshatt
Pre-Prep Teaching
Assistant

L-R: Toby, Skye, Bella, Sam

Toby Buchner
My first few weeks at Feltonfleet have been tough but very
rewarding. The staff have encouraged all us Gaps to get the most
out of work and the kids have made this very easy with their
enthusiasm and positive attitude towards learning. I have
especially loved working with the Sports staff and teams, as
everyone tries their hardest and is very supportive when I am not
sure of something. I’m looking forward to a great year in the cold!

Skye Mahony
Feltonfleet is a very welcoming and friendly community. The one
downside is that England really is grey and cold! Other than the
rubbish weather, everyone from staff to parents and students has
been most helpful in making all the Gaps feel at home. We are
really looking forward to the next 11 months at Feltonfleet. We
are also hopeful that, at some stage, we might see blue sky!!

Bella Reynolds
“There is no place like home”, and I’m very glad to call Feltonfleet
my home for this year! This first week has been very busy but
extremely rewarding and enjoyable. It is great to be a part of
such a supportive and welcoming community that both the staff
body and the students contribute to. I am looking forward to
getting involved in as many areas of the school as possible and I
can’t wait for the rest of 2019!

Sam Chapman
My first couple of weeks at Feltonfleet have been both tough and
enjoyable. The staff have made myself and the other Gaps feel
very welcome with their friendly and positive attitudes. My
favourite aspect so far has been working with the grounds team.
The grounds staff have been very supportive and the work is far
more enjoyable than I imagined. I look forward to the upcoming
year and hope to make a positive contribution to the school.

I could not have wished for a warmer
welcome than the sea of happy faces
from the children, staff and parents at
Feltonfleet. The courtesy which the
children have demonstrated, and their inquisitive questions as they
get to know me in the classrooms and over lunch, have made the
first two weeks a real joy. My Primary Teacher Training Degree is
in full throttle at St Mary's University, Twickenham and I combine
this learning with my role in assisting in the Pre-Prep. I already
feel part of an exceptional team, and I look forward to many
exciting adventures.

Mandy Manley
DT Technician
In my first few days as Design and
Technology Technician I have found
Feltonfleet to be a really welcoming
environment. It is lovely to work with
children who are so enthusiastic and
polite. The projects I have been involved
in with them are both challenging and
organised which I think brings out the very best in their abilities.
Previously, I spent many years working in commercial design in
fashion, greetings cards and design-led gifts and I know that an
interest in design can start at quite a young age. Hopefully I can
help inspire young creative minds here at Feltonfleet.

Rachael Knox
Night Matron
It has been an absolute pleasure working
at Feltonfleet. It is a beautiful school,
with beautiful children who have given
me a very warm welcome.
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PRE-PREP NEWS
‘Responsibility’ was voted by the Pre-Prep pupils
as our School Value for the term. Our first Values
Assembly of the term invited children and staff to
consider that the future of the world is in our own
hands. We started with the words from a well
known song. The children sang and considered
the line… ‘I think of what the world can be, a
vision of the one I see’.
We looked at how our hands can start to protect the world from
Integrated Digital Learning in Yr 2

becoming a giant rubbish heap, simply by not dropping litter and

where safe to do so, picking up and carefully disposing of litter dropped by others. We looked at the
items collected from a one mile stretch of the beach, which included cans, plastic string, three plastic
disposable lighters and a whole bag full of other items that could harm our wildlife and environment.

Our Year 1 and 2 pupils have been celebrating the
‘Entry Point’ to their I.P.C topics of ‘Freeze it and
Materials’ by creating their perfect world in a shoe
box. They have proudly talked about what makes
their world perfect and recorded their ideas on their
Seesaw profiles.

In Discovery RE, the Nursery children celebrated the
New Year with party horns and streamers, as they
counted
midnight.

down

and

Reception

chimed
children

the 12

strokes of

reflected

on

the

resolutions they made last January when they were
in Nursery and set themselves some new goals to work towards this year. In Year 1 we asked the
question, ‘Is it easy to be a good friend all the time?’ Year 2 began to explore their new topic by
considering who they respect and why.

Our Tigers were awarded medals for collecting the most
tokens last term and our new members of Pupil Parliament
for each section were proudly awarded their badges by our
outgoing MPs.

Tigers collected the most tokens

Newly elected Pupil Parliament

Amanda Burton Smith
Head of Pre-Prep
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LOWER SCHOOL NEWS
The new term has started positively in the Lower School, with
the pupils keen to focus on their learning in all subject areas.
In English, Year 3 are studying the current 'must read', “One
Plastic Bag”. This week they have been learning how to
present an argument and have been putting their debating
skills to the test. The book ties in with their IPC topic of Saving
The Planet, which has seen their form rooms transformed into
rainforests. We have sponsored an orangutan on their behalf,
which has caused much excitement (and less well-formed debates about the choice
of name!).

Elizabeth Cherry
Head of Lower School

YEAR 4 IPC
Year 4's new IPC unit - Chocolate - got off to a delicious start in the
first week back. We were greeted with a fantastic chocolate buffet in
the dining room for our Entry Point, including two chocolate
fountains, with lots of wonderful treats to dip into. This certainly
'hooked' our learners to discover more about chocolate, as well as to
share what they already know about the subject during our
Knowledge Harvest. For example, did you know that Theobroma Cacao is the tree that
produces cacao beans and it means "food of the gods", and that it takes 400 cacao
beans to make one pound of chocolate?
This unit will link elements of History, Geography and Science, as well as an
International element, which means that the pupils will be able to make lots of
connections with their learning. Many of the learning activities will focus on the
development of skills, which will in turn help them to become able and inspired learners. Collaborative
group work and individual tasks are carefully planned so that they enjoy their learning, developing
enquiring minds and honing the personal qualities they need in order to be global thinkers in an ever
evolving world.

Sara Dart
Year 4 Leader and
IPC coordinator
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MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS
FOCUS ON DIGITAL LEARNING
Programmable devices bring coding into the ‘real world’, offering pupils the ability to
directly experience different outputs in the form of lights, sound and movement. In
Digital Learning,
Year 5 have been working
with Google Slides, part of their ‘G Suite’
package, to create slide-based presentations
linked to Internet safety.

Year 6 have been programming dance sequences for Jimu Meebot
robots using Swift, a text-based coding language.

Graham Starkey
DL Subject Leader

FOCUS ON DRAMA
Drama this term is back to normal after Year 5 finished Joseph last term. The pupils will be learning
advanced mime and movement techniques, exploring these deceptively difficult art forms in more
detail. Many lessons will be workshop-based to give the pupils more tools and knowledge for exciting
and creative performances.
Year 6 have a cultural mix this term, starting the half term with Mr Swann exploring the
Japanese art form of Kabuki, which incorporates exaggerated performance techniques and stage
combat. In the second half of term Mr Andrews will be taking the reins, looking at musical theatre
productions, laying the ground work for their showcase in the summer term.

Year 6 began their drama lesson with a warm up exercise - recreating a
Japanese Tea Ceremony

David Swann
Director of Drama
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UPPER SCHOOL NEWS

FOCUS

ON

HISTORY

Year 8 have been following Samuel Pepys
as he roams around the plague-ridden
streets of London. His invaluable accounts
of the wretched situation and the misery
and desperation faced by Londoners at the
time is eye opening.

As if things couldn’t get worse, next

week they join the Londoners as they struggle to combat a
huge fire that threatens to destroy their city. Will Charles II
come to their rescue?
Meanwhile a group of seven Year 8 historians have just sat
Paper One of the Townsend Warner History Prize, a unique history challenge aimed at Prep Schools.
They have to attempt 100 questions ranging from early history to the modern day. Those who achieve a
high enough mark will qualify for Round Two which is essay based. A taster of the type of questions is
below.
1) Identify the links between - St Basil’s, Salisbury, Rheims
2) Identify the year in which Spencer Percival was assassinated and Britain went to war with the USA
3) What was the Jarrow Crusade?
In contrast, Year 7 have joined Edward I as he sets off on the first stage of his mission to become
Master of Great Britain. His first unfortunate target is the Welsh, led by the rebellious Llewelyn, who
Edward is determined to destroy and humiliate because he had the audacity not to attend Edward’s
coronation! As Llewelyn will find out, Edward I is not a man you want to get on the wrong side of.

FOCUS

ON

GEOGRAPHY

Peter Breakwell
History Subject Leader

Year 7 pupils are finishing off their topic on transport and industry. As
part of this topic, pupils review the impact Nike has on a global
market, and indeed the positives and negatives of this globalisation.
Pupils watched and discussed a film called 'Behind the Swoosh - Nike,
Modern slave masters', which follows Jim Keady, an anti-sweatshop
activist and devout Catholic who believes that Nike exploit workers in
LEDC countries. He has been campaigning against Nike for nearly 20
years now.
Pupils will gather information and
will construct a mind map which will assist their understanding of
this Case Study. Next year as part of our PSB curriculum we will also
be able to link this topic of exploitation with RS.
Year 8 pupils have been taught the difference between climate and
weather, where and why micro-climates occur and the different
types of rainfall that are formed. Alongside this, pupils have been the
different elements that influence the water cycle. Lastly, pupils will
gain an understanding of weather patterns that occur in the UK and
learn that our temperate climate is heavily influenced by latitude, altitude, relief, prevailing winds,
coastline and the impact of the North Atlantic Drift and Jet stream.
Matt Rochford
Geography Subject Leader
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SPORTS NEWS
SECTION HOCKEY
On Saturday the Year 5 & 6 girls started their hockey season off with the
competitive Section matches. The event was run as two competitions for
the two year groups, but many girls played in both. Everyone was very
impressed with the standard of hockey, especially as many of the girls
hadn't played together before. In both competitions Foxes and Otters came
out joint winners, and we decided to combine the two age groups, leaving
a well-justified draw at the top for both Otters and Foxes. It bodes well for
a good hockey season for the Middle School girls. Well done to all who took
part!

SECTION NETBALL

Melissa Jackson
Head of Girls Games

As netball captain, I was very impressed

with the standard of netball that was
I am always impressed with the played. The amount of determination and
camaraderie and team work that
teamwork that showed throughout every
shines through whenever pupils
match was outstanding, and I was very
represent their section. They do
proud of everyone who participated. The
it with real pride and conviction.
It was great to see such general mood was up-lifting, and I think I
enthusiasm and determination speak for everyone, when I say that I
watching and
last Saturday as the Upper thoroughly enjoyed
School girls took to the netball playing in the section matches. Lucy M
courts for their Section Netball
competition. Having only recently
started the season, this was the girls’ first opportunity to compete. They rose to the occasion really well,
linking play and moving the ball confidently down the court. Working in different combinations, the girls
demonstrated that they are versatile, eager to compete and have a real love of the game. Even though
all four Sections put up a great fight, there could only be one winner and on this occasion it was the
Foxes, who stormed away to win all three of their matches. The Otters came in second place on goal
difference, closely followed by the Tigers in third and the Badgers in fourth.

BOYS GAMES ROUND UP

Amanda Wright
Head of Middle School; Games & PE

The weather continues to be kind to us and we have enjoyed a full fixtures programme since returning
from the Christmas holidays. We were straight back into action against Hoe Bridge on just the second day
back. The Year 6 boys were the standout year group on this occasion with three wins from three. They are
playing some really good rugby, moving the ball well to find space, reflecting
the hard work put in on the training ground. The Year 4 boys played some
delightful running rugby against Hoe Bridge on Thursday as well.
On Saturday we faced a strong group of teams from Cranmore. The U10 A
team played with great grit and focus to earn a hard-fought win, whilst the
performance of the day came from the U10 C team. They showed that all
their work on tackling, rucking and basic handling had paid off, as they drew
20-20.
This Wednesday we played Cranleigh, who are always a tough opponent.
There were some difficult matches but many teams fought as hard as they
could throughout their game. There were close losses for both the U13 A and
B sides. The U10 A team’s strong performance resulted in victory and the
U11 C team also played excellently, winning for the fifth match in a row.

U11 C celebrate their fifth
successive win

Next week, we look forward to our Section matches for the Middle School and Upper School boys and then
to our final round of rugby fixtures. The Lower School pupils will face Aldro and the final Saturday of the
rugby season sees us take on The Hawthorns. We will then have the excitement of beginning a new sport
and starting our hockey programme.
James Thompson
Head of Boys Games and PE
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MUSIC NEWS
ENSEMBLES ROUND UP
After a fun-filled Christmas season, our ten ensembles and five choirs are already enjoying a new
year of exciting repertoire. In Spring and Summer we turn our attention to Jazz and Pop styles. The
Middle and Upper Choirs are learning a disco classic, Love Train, by the O’Jays in 3-part harmony:

The Lower School Choir already has three songs learned: an African song, Senwa Dedende, a
gospel traditional, Soon & Very Soon, and a beautiful Welsh lullaby, Suo Gan, ready for their first
Evensong service in two weeks’ time. The Lower School Orchestra will be starting again soon, so do
watch this space.

Mr Fryer has been putting the Jazz Band through
their paces, sight-reading syncopated rhythms in
Tequila! by The Champs.
If any pupils are interested, additional brass, wind
and drum kit players are all welcome. Grade 2+
standard.

A new Drum Ensemble started last term and remains popular, run by the talented Mr Bill Brown, our
drum teacher. They will be aiming for their first performance at the Instrumental Gala Evening on
Friday 1st March. This will also be a chance to hear the String Ensemble, Jazz Band, Guitar Ensemble,
Recorder Consort and Wind Group.
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MUSIC NEWS
OUR PERIPATETIC MUSIC SERVICE
84% of our pupils take weekly lessons with one of our 16 inspirational visiting music teachers.
Due to high demand we are appointing a new piano teacher next week, and will be in touch with
those on the waiting list as soon as possible.
At Feltonfleet we want to instil a love of music that lasts a lifetime. Whatever genre or instrument,
we hope our young players will enjoy choirs, orchestras and bands into their senior schools and
beyond. Whilst singing and piano lessons are in high demand, orchestral instruments remain
desired by senior schools, especially strings and brass.
Do contact us if your son/daughter would be interested in a free taster lesson: email
chris.andrews@feltonfleet.co.uk
We offer:
Piano, Violin, Viola, Cello, Flute, Recorder, Clarinet, Saxophone, Trumpet, Trombone, French Horn,
Guitar (acoustic or electric), Drum Kit and Singing.

UPCOMING MUSIC EVENTS
Thursday 24th January, Informal Y3 & 4 piano concert – Pupils of Amanda Allen – 8:15am, Mem Hall
Tuesday 29th January, Evensong (led by the Lower School Choir), 3:30pm, Ashbee Theatre

Upper Orchestra starting back; not deterred by our absent Year 6s!

Chris Andrews
Director of Music
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PUPIL NEWS & ACHIEVEMENT
HEAD FOR A DAY
Brothers Charlie and Jack will become Headmasters for the
day on Friday 25th January after their parents bid for this
experience in the Friends of Feltonfleet Summer Ball
auction. Mrs Lance is looking forward to stepping aside for the
day and allowing Charlie and Jack to lead the school. It will be
a busy day with meetings with members of the Senior
Leadership Team, Miss Cherry, the Bursar, the Catering
Manager, morning tea with our four Heads of School, reading
to the Pre-prep and welcoming parents and pupils at the start of the day.
So how do they feel about being the School leaders for the day?
Charlie: “I’m really looking forward to it but also a little nervous because I know it
will take some courage standing up in front of lots of people”.
Jack: “I’m nervous because I’m not sure exactly what it will involve but I know it
will a good day and I am excited.”
Mrs Lance met with Mr and Mr Harrington this morning and said she is already
very impressed and is very confident in their abilities to take over and make some
decisions that will benefit the pupils.

ENTERPRISING PUPIL TAKES THE BISCUIT
We have a young entrepreneur in our midst, who is doing his
best to contribute towards the cost of his school ski trip. Willem
H in 5MJ thought long and hard about what he could do to earn
some money.

The result was 'WOOF!'

'Willem's Outstanding

Organic Feasts' is a brand of his own creation. Unsurprisingly,
WOOF! produces dog biscuits using Willem's own recipe which
he devised after studying the competition, clever lad!

Willem

oven-bakes his dog biscuits at home and has been selling them
to the West Molesey dog owners in his neighbourhood since September last year. Feedback has been
good and customers are happy. Willem reports that, 'Even the fussiest dogs like them!' Willem has a
philanthropic nature to his entrepreneurship and donated 20% of his sales to Cancer Research following
his Christmas event.
Willem will be a market trader at Feltonfleet School for several Fridays this term as he sells his dog
biscuits on the following days; Friday 25th January, 8th February, 1st & 15th March.

'WOOF!' dog

biscuits will be available in bags of 8 for £1.50. Willem will be donating 10% of his sales to the charities
the school is supporting this year.

Ewan Carradine
Deputy Head

SPEEDY READING!
Congratulations to Lola B in Year 5,
who has already read the five
r e c om m en d ed b o o k s f o r th e
Awesome Book Awards! Well done
Lola!
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PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENT
HEADMISTRESS AWARDS

Each fortnight four pupils are nominated by their teachers for a Headmistress Award for outstanding
examples of Positive Learning, Living or Leading. We are pleased to announce this week’s award
winners, who will receive their certificates in assembly on Monday.
Nursery

Year 4

Charlie H

Tom D

For forming his numbers.

For a positive, enthusiastic start
to the term in all areas of
School life, including boarding.

Year 6

Year 8

Cameron G

Jack T

For his thoughtful contributions to
our mindfulness lessons.

For coaching, organising and
setting a superb example to the
other attendees of the Friday night
Cricket Club.
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WHAT’S COMING UP?

PARENTING WORKSHOP - DEVELOPING
EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE
THURSDAY 24TH JANUARY 2019 - 8.30AM - 9.45AM
ASHBEE THEATRE
We welcome Julia Philpott for the first in a series of parenting workshops. See
flyer at end of Newsletter.

LOWER SCHOOL PIANO CONCERT
THURSDAY 24TH JANUARY 2019 - 10.45AM - 11.10AM
MEMORIAL HALL
Parents, pupils and staff are invited to join us for this informal concert
featuring pupils of Amanda Allen.

SLT BREAKFAST

FOR

YEARS 7 & 8

THURSDAY 31ST JANUARY 2019 - 8.15AM - 9.00AM

OLD LIBRARY
Parents are invited to our Senior Leadership Team for tea, coffee and
pastries.

FRIENDS

OF

FELTONFLEET FIREWORKS

SATURDAY 2ND FEBRUARY 2019
Rescheduled from 10th November.

PARENTING WORKSHOP - DEVELOPING
EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE (REPEAT)
TUESDAY 12TH FEBRUARY 2019 - 6.30PM - 8.30PM
ASHBEE THEATRE
An evening opportunity to attend the first in a series of parenting
workshops. See flyer at end of Newsletter.
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NOTICES
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Weekly Bulletin
Week 3 – Jan 21 – 27 2019

Monday 21
All Week

INCAS Week for Years 5 & 6

All Day

ARK Week

17:00 - 19:30

Year 8 Pupils & Parents Evening

Ashbee Theatre

07:00 - 07:45

Upper Swim Squad (Years 7 & 8)

Pool

16:00

Mixed Shooting U13A v St John’s, Leatherhead

17:00 - 19:30

Year 8 Pupils & Parents Evening

Ashbee Theatre

Girls Hockey Sevens U11A-C v St George’s Junior, Weybridge

Away

Tuesday 22

CANCELLED

Away

Wednesday 23
14:00

1st,

2nd,

3rd,

4th,

5th

14:30

Girls Netball

14:30

Boys Rugby Sevens U13B VII v Parkside U12/13 Tournament

VII v Lambrook

Away
Away

14:30

Boys Rugby Union Years 5 - 8 Section Matches

Home

14:30

Girls Hockey Sevens U10C, U10D v The Hawthorns

Away

14:30

Girls Hockey Sevens U10A, U10B v The Hawthorns

Home

07:00 - 07:45

Middle Swim Squad (Years 5 & 6)

Pool

08:15 - 08:45

Lower School Piano Concert (pupils of Amanda Allen)

Memorial Hall

08:15 - 09:45

Parent Seminar – Developing Emotional Resilience in Children

Ashbee Theatre

09:30 - 11:30

Superhero Drama @ Pre-Prep

Pre-Prep

14:15

Girls Netball U8A – C VII v Lambrook

Away

14:30

Boys Rugby Union U8A - U8D XV v Aldro

Away

14:30

Boys Rugby Union U9A – U9D XV v Aldro

Home

14:30

Girls Netball U9A, U9B VII v Claremont Fan Court

Away

14:30

Girls Netball U9C, U9D VII v Claremont Fan Court

Home

15:20 – 16:15

Years 5 - 8 Enrichment

Thursday 24

Friday 25
ABRSM Music Exam entry deadline
16:30

Mixed Swimming U13A, U12A, U11A, U10A v Downsend

Away

Saturday 26
09:00 – 10:30

Years 5 & 6 Girls Hockey Training

09:00 – 10:30

Years 7 & 8 Girls Netball Training

10:00

Boys Rugby Union U11A-C, U10A-C XV v The Hawthorns

Away

10:00

Boys Rugby Union U13A, U13B, U12A XV v The Hawthorns

Home

